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IV.-THE

LANGUAGE OF TRAGEDY AND ITS
RELATION TO OLD ATTIC.

Numerous treatises on the dialect of tragedy have appeared
during the last half-century, but some phases of the question are
still inadequately treated and some important truths do not
appear to have received sufficient recognition. It is the purpose
of this discussion to supplement the results already obtained
by a presentation of some facts not yet noted, and to endeavor
to establish from the facts at hand the proper deductions concerning the subject as a whole. Two parts of the tragic diction,
the forms and vocabulary, have been here considered, and both
have been viewed from a comparative standpoint. The comparative table of Ionic and Doric forms in the trimeter of the
three tragedians throws, it is thought, some new light upon the
following points: the origin of the alien forms and the indebtedness of Athenian to Dorian tragedy, the influence of the
Doric and Ionic writers at Athens upon Athenian tragedy, and
the fallacy that the use of un-Attic forms was due to the demands
of metre. The comparative statistic of Attic and un-Attic words
in the early Ionic and Attic inscriptions, and in the tragic, Ionic
and Attic writers shows quite clearly the relation of the tragic
diction to Ionic as well as Attic; while the study of the vocabulary
of Aeschylus demonstrates plainly the relation which the diction
of the dialogue bears to that of the chorus, the reasons for the
disposition of words in the dialogue or chorus, and the explanation
of the striking difference between the structure of the tragic
trimeter and that of comedy.
The Epic or Ionic coloring of the dialogue is well known and
has been the occasion of extensive comment.' The presence of
Doric forms also has been noted, but so far their occurrence has
received comparatively little attention, although these forms are
1 The best discussions of the dialectic forms are
by Gerth, Curt. Stud. I, 2,
the most convenient compilations
of the forms and their occurrence are by Gerth, 1. c., Koster, Studia tragicoHomerica (1891), Franklin, Traces of Epic Influence in Aeschylus (1895),
Wittekind, Sermo Sophocleus (I895), Uhlmann, Propriet. sermonis Aesch.
Some earlier works of value are mentioned bySmyth, 1. c., p. 74.
(I88I-I892).
I93 ff., and by Smyth, Ionic Dialect, 74 ff.
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sufficiently numerous to impart a decided Doric tinge to the
trimeter.1 This may readily be seen by a comparison of some
of the Doric forms with a like number of so-called Epic-Ionic
forms.
Ionic
Forms.2

Aesch.

eEivor
Ee
EEKELVCOTW

Soph.

Eur.

10

2

2

eLveKa

'AOdcva

4
2

6

y7rdroro

3

4

'yhro'ror

I

y?foS ar/ (em.

13

IOUVVOS

I

yovvara

ovpL7Tr?KTro

4

I

0ovpAiXrjror

yda7eov
I

$vvovpog

I
I

Opfra3

Op,jKLO

2

KaTraq3drr,

I

KXatCLEKO

Total

(?)

13

7

I

Oi)rKI]

15
I

I

II

53

I

I

)

I
I

(em.

I

3

I
I

3

2

2

vlpdos

I

I

07r(ao'

I

on'ta6ov

3

2

6

35

I
I7

5
68

vabLa

KVVu3tys

27

Eur.

3
7
3

caQor

ILOS,

I

6

ydaovrEv

I

povvCora

Soph.

,)Y/L7ronrO

I

elv

Aesch.

yaflopos

I

EL~LXT(TO

Doric
Forms.

Total

5
30
I

10

From this table, which contains most of the so-called Ionic
forms, it appears that the Doric forms are largely in excess of
the Ionic, that Aeschylus is most Doric and Sophocles most
Ionic. No adequate treatment of this Doric element has as yet
been given, so that an analysis of these Doricisms, together with
an explanation of their presence and of the excess in Aeschylus,
seems to be required. This Doric element may be divided into
five classes:
1 Barlen, De vocali a pro r in trim. discusses most fully the Doric element,
but he has restricted his work to such forms as show long a. A number of
other Doric forms have been overlooked by all writers on the subject.
2 It has been difficult at times to determine how often a given form occurs,
as the editors by no means agree.
However, it is a trivial matter whether
the important
and
12
or
Ionicisms
has
II
32 or 34 Doricisms;
Aeschylus
thing is to know whether the Doric forms are much more numerous than the
Ionic forms or not.
seOp( and congeners, which constitute the bulk of the Ionicisms in Eurip.,
are mainly in Hecuba (II times) and the spurious (?) Rhesus (IS times).
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a) Local forms1 (mainly Sicilian) as yluodpog,piaoao' (cf. KiihnerI p. 157), ap;ioi (Ah. 385), A\\XX, (Ah. 389), pa (ch.), a\6XdoES
Sept. 576 (Ah. 71, I23, Gerth, 1. c., 232), OQv (Ah. 384), E'crooiat
Blass,

El. 8i8, e'aoerat, OC IIi8,
OEVro-o
;'a~0
OEOOVTO,
OoVo'oroS,
pe;o-o,
(Ah.
H. F.
99 on forms with -o-o--), 7rop7ra(Sicilian acc'd to Wilamowitz,
II 229); local words, as dorx-3opo, Xitrpoo-KOdrov(Ah. 391),
lIaXKo;,
Anacreontea
KoTra3os (cf. Weber,
87), XaTra Soph. fr., 3aacarc-pa

(cf. Et. M. I90, 58, Hesych. s. v.); and some terms apparently
or Cretan, as es8o/ayerar

Spartan
KdaoL

(possibly

and

KacrlyvrJTOs

1. c., 265), ;'opos

(Gerth,

oiKErv

Kao-tyvrrasv),

b) Military or hunting terms, as XoX,uyos,

2 and

(ch.),

ayXEXaL.

ro&yos,

KvvuyOS, Kvvaylay,

orvyKvvuyor, and XoXityerlTS.

c) Forms which have the Doric a as ya- compounds, the forms
above in the Doric column, and ador, Xuas-(cf. Kretschmer, KZ
KZ
XXXI, 290), vaTs (Ah. 51) rTi(opor
(cf. Wackernagel,
XXVII,
Blass,

263, XXVIII,
II, 380),

OoLLvtO'dcrc0a,

3axt& (Horn.

132),

(Kuhner-

/3ire

3Xor)),

KETraSKOS, 7rOLVLuOp, 7rrouvao-oE/cr-Ea,
voOayEvl7r,

OotLarcop,

vr(JLEpreLn

Oo&varrjploV,

(ch.), 7rrprrarov (Kiih.-Blass,
fr., and E7rerueri.

? 238,

7rdprrTla,

3), Xeovlro3a/Jcov,

acad(rov,

7rpoo-rop7rUrdT

&/3paor,

a'yrTiXaos

d) Scattered forms, many of which are found in other dialects,
as -O-c-, -po- (Kiihner-Blass,
Aesch.

7rE'o0LKo

fr., Tror, rot,

orvv, vvog (Arcad. and Argive),
Aesch.
Suppl.
740, rel, o(plvf, cros,

I, I47),
eywv

and

but Kjp in Homer),
compounds,
Keap (so in Pindar
7orTaivios (Phot.),
(rio-oraa (Laconian
inscr.), aiEv, aid, generally
emended
to dc (Ah. 378-9), XeIPEL-o(Ah. 229), rrd'Xeos (Ah. 236),
7rTOXLr

,
adoc7, aoecO,
opEO-Koov

eLK,Jr, (Eipco (Ah.

(Ah.

194),

193),

7rcwXeviLeva

voov,

(Ah.

&Xoo
TrvprrvoV,

2I4),

Kar
o,
K\ppOV,
XXLoo,

eKpvq0OEV

(Ah.

317),

1 The references Ah. are to
Ahrens, De Dialecto Dorica, on which I have
relied mainly for the forms of the Doric dialect.
In this article no attempt
has been made to determine the dialect of any form for myself.
2The form oiKroC in Solon cannot be taken as authoritative.
As Smyth,
1. c. 68, observes," an o;KEOCmight readily have been transcribed olK/oC because
this word was antiquated even in Solon's time".
It is very probable that this
law of Solon was taken from Crete, as the word is Cretan (Gortyna code), and
the form oZleog is the Doric genitive (cf. Ah. 233, 236), so that neither word
nor form can rightly be considered either Ionic or Attic.
3 Of these terms ady2a, and OiKeV; were common in Crete, &ayeia and Kaeta
in everyday use at Sparta.
As designations
of the whole body of Spartan
terms of the most powerful state of
youth they were prominent constitutional
or "satrap":
Greece, and doubtless as well known at Athens as "ephoroi"
KCdat,like eqopoc, in tragedy can be drawn only from Sparta.
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(Ah. I21, I94), XaIXKOU,
231), ,a-rav (Ah. 317), etc.

pe'rea (Ah.

235),

8qipLos,

fVvalos

e) Apocope and possibly some cases of psilosis (Ah. 353,
36-7).
The assignment to the Doric dialect of such of the above forms
as occur in the epos is due to reasons presented below. Of these
Doric forms, those of class a owe their appearance in tragedy
partly to Aeschylus' residence in Sicily, partly to subject-matter,'
but mainly, I believe, to dithyrambic or choral poetry. Those
of class b, on account of the military supremacy of the Spartans,2
may have been in vogue in Attic as early as the time of Thespis,
of Phrynichus,
but the statement
oi faev TpayIKo nro,tlrl L . . .
piCovot,

TO r elS a AeCrarie0gvres,

KvvaUYoS,

oTovKvvrqy7;rrT,would indicate

ol0

'AOrJvaYOL. . . ro q

that the tragedians

f vXdrrovos( ,
made use of these

well-known forms solely to give, by means of the a, a Doric tinge
to the trimeter. Most of the forms of class c appear to have
been chosen for no other reason than to give a Doric coloring.
In the use of these forms the "necessities of metre" manifestly
had no influence, for the Doric and Ionic or Attic forms were
metrically equivalent. It may then reasonably be supposed that
the same aesthetic reason prompted the use of the other forms
of this and those of the remaining classes. The query which
naturally arises here, why the Doric forms were used in preference
to the Attic, finds its answer in the reply to the question why
Doric a appears in the chorus.3 The presence of so many fiorns
can hardly have been due to Aeschylus' residence in Sicily, nor
to possible association with Pindar. Some support is given to
this view by the excess of Doric forms in Aeschylus, but it is
reasonably certain that the rules for tragic composition v ere
formulated long before he left Athens, and it is not at all
probable that the effect upon Aeschylus of his stay among the
Dorians could have given a permanent coloring to such an
artistic production as tragedy.4 The Doric tinge of the trimeter
1 The

is seen also in the use of Egyptian
influence of the subject-matter
padpt in the Supplices, raipa in the Persae, and in the new words of the
Bacchae,

/3idcXvat,

p/36KXv/za,

f3aKXEveayi(o,

etc.

Cf. Hermann,

Opusc.

II, 101-2,

on the foreign air of the Persae.
2 Cf. Lobeck, Phrynichus 430, Hoffmann, Gr. Dial. III, 308.
der Tragodien ein stilvoll abgedampfter Dorismos
3' In den Chorgesangen
G. Meyer,
an die alten Zusammenhainge mit der dorischen Lyrik mahnte".
Gr. Gr3. p. 3.
4 The
strongest Sicilian influence upon tragedy is probably that of Stesichorus. " Erzahlte er (Stech.) die Mythen in lyrischen Versmassen und liess
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must be explained, I believe, in the same way as the Doric
coloring of the chorus, viz., as a royalty to a Dorian invention.
Some form of the dialogue seems to have existed in the dithyramb.

Suidas, s. v. 'Apilo, says:

VJTOTOV7Xopoi

Kat arupovr

erlr'veyKEIv

XiyEra&.

. . o'vof/aeat

IfIAerpa XiyovTar.

rT atoJpevov

To the same

effect is Aristotle's statement, Poet. c. 4: Kcal?7 f,v(rpayw6ia) d7ro
Whatever the origin of the dithyT&sv fapXdyrov rov &SOvpatL3oov.

ramb "its elevation to the rank of artistic poetry" as HaiFh,
Tragic Drama, p. i6, notes, was due to the Dorians. "The
Dorian stamp is upon all choral poetry in its language, rhythm,
and metre" ', and there is no reason to suppose that the dithyramb formed an exception to this rule. The connection between
the Doric dithyramb and Attic tragedy seems clearly established,2
and Arion3 as well as Epigenes were by common tradition
counted as the first of the tragic poets. The common statement
that " in Greek literature different kinds of composition adhered
generally to the dialect in which they started" (Rutherford,
New Phryn. Introd., p. 3) is exemplified in tragedy, and the Doric
color of the choral odes is generally ascribed to the imitation of
a Doric original. In my opinion Doric a must have the same
significance in the dialogue as in the-chorus, and the Doric tinge
is an acknowledgment by the Athenians of their obligation to a
Doric creation. It is not reasonable to suppose that the Attic
tragedians, if they had introduced the dialogue into tragedy,
would have given such a Doric cast to the speech of epic
characters and to the iambic, that is, Ionic metre.
Since, then, it is generally conceded that Athenian tragedy is
a development of Dorian originals, it is surprising that -ao--,av,
iroTr and other forms of class d should have been called Ionic.
These were native Doric forms. As such they would of course
appear in choral poetry, and are no more epic in the dithyramb
than in the Doric prose inscriptions. Why, then, should they be
called Ionic in the Attic dithyramb or in the choral (Doric) odes
sie von Ch6ren an den religi6sen Volksfesten vortragen . .. so dass (seine
Gedichte) auch in Attica vielverbreitet und namentlich von den Tragikern
vielbeniitzt

wurden ". Christ, Gr. Literat. (1890), p. 136.

Smyth, Greek Melic Poets, xxiii.
'Cf. Haigh, 1. c., 25. Schaefer, De Dorismi in trag. Gr. usu, p. 3, says:
"Ceterum non potest dubitare quin tragici in eligendis Dorismis aliquatenus
dithyrambicorum secuti sint auctoritatem ".
O3n Arion see Christ, Gr. Lit. (I890) r35, Haigh, 1. c., l6ff., and PaullyWissowa, s. v.
20
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of tragedy?
That some of these forms also appear in Homer
does not make them any less Doric. This agreement enabled
them to serve a double purpose, in that they are appropriate to
the heroic characters of tragedy, and at the same time show a
deference on the part of the tragedians to Doric originals. All
the alien forms of tragedy, as Gerth, 1. c., p. 268, has shown, are
found in Doric choral poetry. Many of these alienisms never
appear in Homer. Here is agreement with the one and disagreement with the other. If the epic influence upon tragedy
is so strong that 7TOTr and -,Ta- cannot be called Doric, how comes
it that the tragedians in striking opposition to Homeric usage
employ

etc.?
taXo6v, 'KarL, ULOV,
yVrTo6/ov,

Or why

the frequent

use

of Doric vtlv to the exclusion of epic bLiv? These usages show
clearly that to the tragedians Doric was the important dialect.2
According to the law of Greek literature already mentioned
Athenian tragedy should show some of the characteristic forms of
the Dorian originals. It is not credible then that the tragedians
who

had received

a, r-c, mrorT,ruV, etc. in choral

poetry,

should

retain of these only a as a mark of indebtedness to the Dorians,
reject by some occult means the other Doric forms, and then
import the same forms from Ionia. In these professed imitations
or developments of Dorian originals it is not necessary to prove
that the borrowed forms are Doric. The burden of proof rests
with those who hold that in such a tragic form as OaXkacria the
ending may be Doric but the sibilants are Ionic. In all the
works on the dialect of tragedy I have failed to find any reason
So long as a stands in the chorus, so long
for such a view.
should -ao-, orvv,etc. remain as memorials of the Doric origin of
tragedy.3 This applies also to apocope which is a mark of Aeolic
and Doric as contrasted with Ionic and Attic. Kirchhoff, according to Smyth, Ionic Dialect, 273 n. i, believes that the instances
1 Smyth, Ionic Dialect, p. 445, n. 2, says iv was doubtless Old Attic, for
what reason I do not know. The form occurs about 65 times in the trimeter
of Sophocles.
If it be asked why Selvoc and fioivog or Op?,7~
appear in tragedy, it may be
said in reply first, that these forms are found in the Doric lyrics and may
rightly appear in tragedy as imitated forms; and secondly that Doric occasionetc.
e
ally shows et and ov. Cf. Ahrens, I9o, Ketv6c, etvtSa,a,
3 Kirchhoff, acc'd to Smyth, p. 306, holds that the presence of oa is due to
textual corruption, and Fick, BB XIV 253, would change ca to rr in Attic

writers. If these views are correct, all other Doric forms should be eliminated
from tragedy.
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of apocope in the Attic poets are survivals of a period when Attic
had not yet developed an artificial objection to its presence.
Rather is it a mark of the dithyrambic poetry, the practices
of which poetry, tragedy was free, or was forced, to imitate,
and to some extent an evidence of the long residence of Aeschylus
There is no reason for
among a people who used it freely.
regarding it in tragedy as an imitation of Homeric rather than of
Doric usage.
The extent and importance of the Doric element in tragedy
is thus made apparent, and it appears, I believe, that the Doric
coloring of the dialogue was designed to be but little less than
that

of the

chorus.

Koehler,

De

Dorismi

. . . apud

Aesch.

necessitudine, p. 4, finds that some parts of the choral odes were
composed without a single Doric form. In Ag. 40-I02 there
are, according to Haigh, Tragic Drama, 367, only four Doricisms,
and in the parodos of the Antigone only four in 27 lines. But
the Doric of the chorus is in a way differentiated from that of
the dialogue.
In the latter the Doric tinge is obtained by the
use of Doric words and of a for ,7 in the stem, whereas the chorus
exhibits the Doric cast most strikingly in the ending. The
aesthetic effect in the dialogue was obtained in more limited
ways, and this restriction seems to have been due to the use of
the iambic metre. The iambics of the new Ionic, approaching
as they did so closely to prose expression, could not tolerate so
many of the forms of Dorian poetry as could the metres of the
choral odes.1 71was a characteristic feature of the Ionic iambics,
a a mark of the dithyrambic dialogue. The old race strife which
broke forth was settled by a compromise, the use of Attic i after
c, L and p, with an occasional form of Doric poetry for aesthetic
effect.
In addition to the Doric forms, tragedy contains a few cases of
psilosis, some twenty cases of the omission of the augment,2 some
half dozen Aeolisms, a few doubtful Ionisms as above and some
fifty forms called poetic,3 which can hardly be assigned to any
dialect. Gerth, Curt. Stud. I 2, 268, as seen above, noted that all
the alien forms of tragedy are found in choral poetry. This coin1On the rhythms of the dithyramb cf. Smyth, Melic Poets, p. Iv.
2Cf. Lautensach, Gram. Stud. zu den Gr. Tragikern und Komikern (i 899) 8r.
3These are mainly verb forms as 7irrvCo,ijuvo, nine aorists like eiKaOeriv

avaaXeOeiv,odo,, aaeao6po'and vTiat, 76de, de, ala, yaia, cacdq, Ijtuv, rro2,&60,
avre, etc.
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cidence explains satisfactorily the use of these few Ionic and
Aeolic forms by the tragedians. It is true that these forms are
quite appropriate to the heroic characters of tragedy, but the
presence of such personages merely rendered more acceptable the
continuance in tragedy of some characteristics of the Dorian
models, that is, the use of an occasional epic form.' It is held
also that plagiarism and the Ionic source of the iambic metre
affected the tragic diction. Quotations from the Ionic poets2
occasioned at most the use of a few poetic words or forms, and the
iambic metre merely served to restrain the use of the Doric forms.
Rutherford, as we have seen above (p. 289) rightly remarks
that "in Greek literature different kinds of composition had a
tendency generally to adhere to the dialect in which they started ",
and Smyth, Ionic Dialect, p. 69, (also Wittekind, 1.c., p. 3) suggests
that the Ionic source of the iambic metre should then have given
an Ionic coloring to the dialogue. That the rule however was
not inviolable is shown by the fact that there is no Ionic coloring
in the dialogue of comedy. Here the characters employ the
dialect appropriate to them, and neither metrical considerations
nor earlier models avail to force inappropriate speech upon any
character. For this reason the iambics of comedy do not show
an Ionic coloring or a Doric cast. The tragedians however adhered to the practices of choral poetry, putting, strange to say,
Doric forms into the mouths of epic personages, because they
found already well-established a Doric-epic speech. This form of
speech which was eminently appropriate in such poetry as the
Stesichorean versions of epic tales, precursors of tragedy, had
become familiar at Athens, and was retained in the Attic dithyramb and tragedies without objection on the score of propriety.
In no other way is it possible to explain the use of Doric forms
by the epic characters of the dialogue. Where comedy, as in the
chorus or the paratragedic parts, had precedents, there also was
l"Stesichorus created a High-Doric dialect by combining epic with Doric".
(Smyth, Melic Poets, p. 258). The epic element in lyric poetry is generally
admitted, so that a discussion here is unnecessary. Cf. Brugmann, Gr. Gr.
(1900) p. 19, and the works there cited: G. Meyer 3, p. 3: Farnell Greek Lyric
Poetry, p. 77. On the union of epic and lyric elements in the drama see
Zarncke, Die Entsteh. der Gr. Literaturenspraci.en, pp. 5-8, Azelius, De Assim.
syntact. apud Soph. (I897) p. r; and on the influence of Stesichorus on tragedy,
Christ, Gr. Lit. p. I36, Mahaffy, Gr. Lit., I I, 225, Smyth, Melic Poets, p. 258.
Cf. Clemens, Alex. Stromat. VI, p. 738 (Pott), Donaldson, Theatre, pp. 56,
59 n. i, Verrall, JHS I, 260, II I79.
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adherence to earlier practices. Another thing which may have
affected Athenian poetry was the presence at Athens of Anacreon,
Simonides and Lasus at the very time when tragedy was being
developed on Attic soil. Gorgias seems to have influenced
strongly Attic oratory' at a time when Athens was the literary
center of Greece, and it is quite possible that at an earlier time
when the literary and political position of Athens was insignificant, the presence of such a poet as Anacreon would have appreciably affected Attic literature, had it not been that his
influence was restricted and ultimately eclipsed by the popularity of the Dorian lyric, possibly by the favor shown the
choral songs of Simonides and Lasus. However this may be,
Dorian poetry prevailed. Anacreon left Athens but the Dorian
remained. The presence of the latter can hardly have been without effect upon Attic poetry. Lasus was at Athens during Aeschylus' infancy and down to the time when the latter began his
poetical career. By reason of his innovations in music,2 his position at the court and his nationality, his commanding position in
the dithyramb-even
being called its inventor,3 and his personal
association with the first tragedians, he was, I believe, a determining factor in the form of Attic representations of Doric inventions. How he affected the language of tragedy cannot now be
determined, but it is probable that his presence and activity in the
dithyramb tended to preserve the Doric element of the earlier
models. Such influence as the Ionic poetry may have exerted
upon the early tragedians was further minimized by the subsequent removal of Aeschylus to Dorian territory. The Ionic element in Sophocles, as seen above, is much greater than in Aeschylus, and this is quite possibly due to the fact that when the
former was subjected to Ionic influence-by
association with
was no counteracting influence. Thus early
Herodotus,4-there
did Dorian supremacy assert itself at Athens, and it is singular
that the forms of literature in which the Athenians became espe1 Cf. Wilamowitz, Phil. Untersch., VII 312, Maass, Hermes, XXII 566 f.
Blass, Att. Bered. I 56 f. Nieschke, De Thuc. Antiph. disc. takes, and I
believe properly, an opposing view.
2 Cf. Plutarch, De Musica, 29.
3 Schol. to the Birds, I403. For the facts concerning Lasus see Christ, Gk.
Lit. (I890) p. 157, Smyth, Melic Poets, p. 299.
4 Cf. OC
337 and Hdt. II 35 (Cf. Jebb, ad loc.), Ant. 905 and Hdt. III II9
etc., Haigh, Trag. Drama, 136, n. 2.
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cially pre-eminent, the drama and oratory, should have been
developments of Dorian originals.
These circumstances explain that foreign air in the tragic
diction which was noticed
(L):

ov6ev

KeXprjoOaL.

But

497

by Herodian

dav,iarrTov,

Rutherford

of

who says:

yap

Tpayol KOrL

in

the

7oro7TKn

Introduction

7rEpl 'Op0oypa,las
XfS(oTIV

to

the

ELoOCLat

New

Phrynichus, pp. 3-4, maintains that " the basis of the language of
tragedy is the Attic of the time when tragedy sprang into life . ..
It must however be remembered that the tragic poetry of Athens
contained words, expressions and metaphors which it would be
ridiculous to employ in other species of composition or in the
course of ordinary conversation "'. It is difficult to speak soberly
of the last statement, which seems however to be rather a careless
expression than an accurate representation of his position. The
fallacy of Rutherford's theory is very clearly shown by the testimony of the surviving monuments of Old Attic. This matter
has received most recently a thorough treatment by Smyth, Ionic
Dialect, p. 66 f., who finds that not only was old Attic free from
Ionic forms 77after E, i, p, ov for o, ev for ov, ,Lfor e,
the characteristic
but that such forms as elvoreand totvoS are pure Ionic and never

existed in Old Attic at any period . The inscription from Sigeum
which is little later than 600 B. c. shows the two dialects were differentiated at that early period, and is a severe criticism of the
theory that Attic speech two generations later was still Ionic
But Haigh, Tragic Drama, p. 365,
in form and vocabulary.
as beyond dispute, so that further
view
Rutherford's
regards
Rutherford could
consideration of this theory seems demanded.
known
the extent of
if
had
he
this
forth
have
view,
put
hardly
In Aeschylus alone there are, I
the foreign element in tragedy.
estimate, about 5800 poetic or so-called Old Attic words. It is
not possible that so many words survived for centuries in the
colloquial Attic, but as soon as they were extensively employed
soon as literacertain parts of comedy too-as
in tragedy-and
1 If the language of tragedy is to throw any light on Old Attic, it must be
reliable, viz., pure, otherwise it will be impossible to distinguish Old Attic
forms from Epic and Doric importations, or from Aeschylean and Euripidean
inventions. Haigh, 1. c., p. 366, attempts to select epic and Old Attic words,
but there is of course no basis for such selection.
2 Un-Attic forms of foreign names and in metrical inscriptions require, of
course, no discussion. On the foreign element in Athens see Plato, Crat. 406,
Lys. 223 A, and for a general discussion of this element, Kretschmer, KZ
XXIX 38iff.
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ture developed they forthwith dropped out of use. Such a theory
is wholly at variance with the principles of the conservation of
language, and requires evidence of the most convincing kind to
substantiate it. On the contrary, Rutherford offers only the
statement that the language of tragedy has many points of resemblance to the language of Herodotus and Hippocrates, and therefore is Old Attic 1. If this reasoning is valid, one may prove in
the same way that the Doric element in the chorus is a survival
in Attic of the language in vogue when Attic and Doric had not
yet separated2, or that the numerous Attic forms in Herodotus
are survivals from the period when Ionic had not yet separated
from Attic. It is necessary first to prove that these alien forms
could not have crept into tragedy or Ionic in any other way.
But Herodotus and Hippocrates are rather questionable authorities for determining matters of dialect. The ancients noticed
their

use of ovo'ytaa yXooo(rnarTKa 3.

Both were Dorians

who trav-

eled extensively, both are said to have been in Athens, and the
works of both have a decided Attic coloring. Rutherford refers
indifferently to both the spurious and the genuine works of Hippocrates, although it is impossible to see how the usages of certain divers medical writings of Hellenistic or Roman times are
of any value in determining the character of 6th century Attic.
Herodotus was called the Thurian by Aristotle4 and Pliny says
the history was composed at Thurii. Naturally there would be
some

resemblances

to tragic diction

in this eovpLos ('A0vYaiov) Xoyo-

these are in a measure signs of Athenian residence and
association with the tragedians.
The theory of Rutherford then
is based largely on the diction of a tragedian who lived for a time
and wrote some of his works among Dorians, and on that of a
rbOIO,but

1 Schulhof, Attic, Ionic and Tragic, pp. I, 6, 7, holds that the basis of the
language of tragedy is to be found in Archilochus and Simonides of Amorgos.
2 The review of Old Attic
by Smyth, 1. c., also refutes clearly Barlen's claim
that Old Attic abounded with forms showing Doric a. Barlen's theory is more
objectionable than Rutherford's, for the view of the latter is based on the fact
that Ionic and Attic were at no very early date one dialect, whereas Attic and
Doric separated long before Attic and Ionic became distinct dialects.
3 Cf. Rutherford,
p. I6r, and on the epic element in Hdt. Mure, Gr. Lit. IV
App. q, Hoffmann, III I86, and the works and grammarians cited by Smyth,
80. gi.

4Cf. Christ, Gr. Lit. (I898) p. 328. The title "Thurian" indicates not so
much long residence, as Strabo holds, but renown acquired while a resident
there. A man is called after the scene of his achievements, not after the
scenes of his inactive life.
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Dorian who lived a long time and possibly revised his whole hisThe value of deductions from such
tory among Athenians.
facts is apparent.
This matter of foreign residence and its effect upon purity of
speech is of importance in the study of ancient authors. The
Greeks themselves in passing judgment upon the dialect of any
one took into consideration foreign residence, and a glance at the
Greek writers shows the need of such action. Lysias, Isocrates,
Isaeus, Aristophanes wrote among Athenians and their speech is
comparatively pure. The Greek of the men who traveled or
wrote among foreigners is markedly irregular and impure.
Xenophon and Aristotle need but a mention. Thucydides and
Andocides present many divergences from the Attic norm; Herodotus, Hippocrates and Solon' present a hopeless confusion as to
dialect. Campbell in the Introduction to his Plato notes that the
poetic element increases in the later dialogues when the philosopher is more exposed to the influence of Magna Graecia. The
language of Xenophon differs in many respects from the Attic
norm, and Rutherford very properly refuses to accept as authoritative Attic all his usages. The same treatment should certainly
be applied to all writers who transgress in the same way and for
the same reason. It is apparent then that not every word and
form on Attic soil are to be accepted unconditionally as old Attic,
and those who would on the strength of a few isolated forms reconstruct old Attic are rearing an inverted pyramid, and that too on a
very insecure apex.
It remains to speak of one more theory concerning the
occurrence of alien forms in Greek tragedy, viz., the influence
of metrical considerations.
Smyth, Ionic Dialect, p. 76 says
that "the necessities of the trimeter, not the requirements of
emphasis, decided the question as to whether the Ionic or the
Attic form should be admitted." Jebb, OR I4I8, expresses the
This theory would refute Rutherford's view of
same sentiment.
the source of the alien forms of tragedy, but the influence of the
Dialectic forms and
metre seems to be greatly exaggerated.
words are not employed in the dialogue of comedy, although the
Thucydides and Solon are possibly affected also by earlier works in their
of co in Thuc. and
The occurrence
lines of composition.
respective
Antiphon may be ascribed to the influence of the usages of Ionic historical
writers or to the Sicilian rhetoric, but I believe that the foreign residence
tendencies of the other made them more
of the one and the anti-democratic
ready to accept the usages which prevailed in all Greek literature.
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metre was the same. But one poetic form, the ending -peadBa is
Furthermore the presence of yauo,por,
ever admitted into comedy.
yaro/.or,

iapo&,

E;arT,

13aX,o

v
vv,v,

bev,

vor =

fQavdos,

and many similar

forms is sufficient evidence that metrical demands were not
the determining factor in the selection of forms. ya- is used
in the dialogue but yr- in the chorus.
Editors would not
tolerate this variation for a moment were it not for the testimony
of the grammarians.
$elvos and /,ovvos, a7a and yama are used for
the same reason as yaio'por and ,yaro,o, i5-po' and
aaXo',. There

were then no exigencies of metre which were superior to aesthetic
considerations, and the diction of tragedy is not determined by
metrical necessities, but results from a free selection of forms which
show at once an appreciation of the need of suiting the speech
to the character, and above all a knowledge of indebtedness to
foreign originals.
No less striking than the results obtained by a comparison of
the Doric and Ionic forms are those obtained by a comparative
study of the tragic vocabulary. Some attention has been given
to the vocabulary of a few Greek writers, but the results have
been relatively of little value because of lack of comparison with
others. The abnormal character of the tragic diction may readily
be seen by a comparison with that of other writers. In every
author the words considered are taken in alphabetical order.
Of 500 words from Aeschylus 383 are un-Attic' or 76 per cent.
12

"

"

"

0
"
"
26
Thucydides 22"
Archil.iamb.
23"
" any metre44
26 "
Herodotus

"

Attic

I20

"

"

100

"

"

96
143
00oo

"

"

400

"

123

"

Antiphon
Hipponax

Inscriptions

"

"

"
"
"

9
" 22
" 22
"

"
"

prior

24

"31
" 26

to

445

are rare or 2Y per cent.
words from Ionic Inscriptions prior to 445
un-Attic or 9 per cent.

B. C.

B. c.

Io

Io are

From this table it appears that the vocabulary of the old Ionic
inscriptions was very similar to that of old and classical Attic.
1

By un-Attic words is meant here poetic, rare or dialectic words. It is not
likely that any two persons would arrive at exactly the same results in this
work, but I believe that the relative results, which is the important thing,
would agree. By far the greater number of words can readily be assigned to
the poetic or prose column, so that there is not much chance for disagreement.
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Moreover Hipponax, Herodotus and Archilochus1 (in his iambics)
are about as close to the speech of Lysias as is the latter's contemThis is the more surprising as Archilochus
porary, Thucydides.
was called 'OlPppLKoTaTro .2
Herodotus by reason of the scope
of his history would naturally employ many strange terms, while
Hipponax, many of whose fragments are preserved by the lexicographers, merely on account of some peculiar form, was noted for
his use of unusual words, and the delvers after curiosities in
language found in him a rich field.3 It is clear then that Ionic,
although clearly separated from Attic, is quite close to this dialect
but in a very different way, however, than Rutherford imagined.
In the following poets a greater divergence from the Attic norm
is shown.
62 are un-Attic or 44 per cent.
Of r 39 words from Anacreon
i
"
Am.
"
Simonides
' 42
"
IIg
50 "
"t
" Homer
"
80
76
"
105 "
Anacreon's iambic poetry has perished, so that little knowledge
of Ionic is to be gained from his works in this metre4. Simonides'
fragments show that he paraphrased or copied rather loosely the
Hesiodic epic, and this explains the large number of poetic words
in his poems. Of the So un-Attic words in Homer 44 are epic,
29 are poetic and 7 appear rarely in prose, so that Homer may be
called essentially non-Ionic as well as un-Attic.
The peculiar character of the tragic diction is shown very clearIt is in respect to vocabulary about as
ly by these comparisons.
far removed from Attic as is Homer, and apparently is as unlike
Ionic as it is unlike Attic. Exclusive of proper names the approximate number of words in Aeschylus is 7700. At the same
ratio as above about 5800 words would be poetic. It is manifest
that these words could not, as Rutherford asserts, have been
drawn from the Attic of Thespis' time. Three causes seem to
have combined to differentiate the speech of Aeschylus fr-om that
of the Attic and Ionic writers, his residence abroad,5 his peculiar
I This study of Archilochus' vocabulary appears to substantiate Smyth's
view of the epic element in elegy as against Hoffmann, who holds that the epic
element in the earlier elegists, Archilochus and Callinus, is altogether absent.
Cf. Laeger, De vet. epicorum studio in Archil....
FHippon. reliquis conspicuo (I885) p. 7; Deuticke, Archil. Pario quid in graec. litteris sit tribuendum.
3Cf. Bergk, Gr. Lit. II 330, and Smyth, Ionic Dialect, p. 46.
4For his vocabulary see Weber, Anacreontea
(1895).
5On this point cf. Macrobius, Sat. V 19, 17; Athen. XV 89; Eust. Od.,
p [872 Plut. de exil. 13.
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genius,1 and the usages of dithyrambic poetry. The first cause is
of least importance, and has been considered above. The second
cause brought out those " horse-crested ", "high-paced" words,
and inspired Aristophanes
(aKeXopp,uyv, but although

to call Aeschylus

,ayporrois

..

KO/tro-

this gave a certain unique character
to his speech, it was relatively of little importance even in his case,
and is merely an incident in the tragic diction as a whole. The
great part of the foreign element is undoubtedly due to the third
cause. Aristotle, Rhet. III 3, says that compound words were the
especial prerogative of the dithyramb,2 and Aeschylus appears to
have utilized the privilege to the fullest extent. Todt, De Aesch.
vocabulorum inventore, finds
I0oo new words in the extant
plays, possibly 14,000 such words in the complete works. Verily
Aeschylus was a 7roL7S- 1iwv ovoiaroov.3 The life of these words
was for the most part coextensive with that of their creator, but
the precedent had been established, and the liberties taken with
the Greek speech were continued by the later dramatists. Over
oo000 words appear for the first time in Sophocles,4 and about 8o5
in Euripides.
The relation which the diction of the dialogue tragedy bears to
that of the chorus is shown very clearly by the following comparison. Of 500 words considered 383 are poetic, and of these
un-Attic words I34 are found in the dialogue only, I6o in the
chorus only, 60 in both dialogue and chorus and 29 in fragments.
The total number of poetic words in the dialogue is 194, and in
the chorus 220 with the 29 from the fragments to be divided pro
rata. So evenly distributed are the un-Attic words that it is clear
the tragedians did not observe any distinction in the diction of
Cf. Vita of Aeschylus,
Dionysius
2, Io, Epicharmus, Schol. Eum. 626,
Quintil. X, I, 66.
2These seem to abound in lyric poetry.
"As an inventor of striking
Stesichorus
is the precursor of Pindar".
compounds
Smyth, Melic Poets,
p. 258.
3 Homer

in 706 Teubner pages employs about 6700 words (estimate);
Aeschylus in 276 Teubner pages employs about 7700 words.
4 On the diction of
Sophocles cf. schol. ad. OC 1648; Diog. Laert. IV 3. 7;
Kuenstler, De vocibus apud Soph. primum obviis, and similar titles by Schindler, Kriebitzsch, Schulz, Kotsmich, Jasper, Juris; Ludewig, De dictionis Soph.
ubertate, and similar title by Schmidt; and Campbell Intr. to his Sophocles.
For Euripides see Schirlitz, De serm. trag. per Eurip. incrementis, Funck, De
in Eurip. probato, Curt. Stud. IX 113, Mommsen, Lehre von den
praep. ...
Gr. Praep. (1895) p. 76. Many barbarian words also appear in the tragedians,
as KtvdaKir,ilayiC, atvcSdv,etc.
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the choral and spoken parts. This fact is also demonstrated by
a table showing the disposition of synonyms' in Aeschylus.
Attention is desired here especially to the location of words
with the metrical scheme - -, and v- -.
Prose
Words.
aya06g
0ao6o
a;2L70y/, -Cg
at?ev6ds9( -ft

Dial. Ch.
3
12

I5
2

8

2

4

2

ax6o&cd

3

I

/fduaC

6

II

Poetic
Words.
c0A26c
Kedv6f
rTrVyocS

Dial.

Ch.

Prose
Words.

Poetic
Dial. Ch. Words.

Dial. Ch.
I

5

5

aK6Xov0oc

5

9

OeparTOv

o

0 o 7rao

o

I

Oepaniwava

o0

0

O

3

o

aiifToiO
ayiot7ooS

O

O

I

0

4

I

r?Tl/oS

o

4

va,?eprc

I

0o

7ravv

0

'7rVTr

3
3

r7TJTri,'of

2

3
o0

o
6

'rayXv

ETVfWC

itTtOV

0

0

fapof

i?Xaj[1iOCg

4

I

(gEaOvoc)

(only in gen. Dat.) iKTrf

5

6

4

o

a'Odvarog
jy/rTO3S

o0

5

Keatalvo
z
o
a(7f)1to

ktiEiepoS

3

o

e(f/)7pIo'

'ora/oud

6

8

pEor

i07ayua
.I
polr

2

2

2

o

0

I

0

yFvva

hog

4

?art0ogc

3

5
o

avwOev

4

3 ave,KaOev o

3

o

I

tCdr

5

2

EvepOe

3

2

3
2

I

Ktea27,)

I

0

K(pa

12

9

pEE0pOV

I

Kpad

5

2

vdya

2

0

Kpara

6

3

(Soph.)
Kpara,Tra

3 diSviog
I 6triovig

8

(Soph.)
6 d6irol2o
6 diQvwot

0

yovj

I

4
I

y'EVEkov

6
3

y6vof

2

I

TsKvW/Oa

I

ft rv#ia

I

0

altkp6y(wc

o

I

&ft2/?CKTUfo

I

0

ayItx,6ydS

O

I

o

dtraGd
dT,rQ fO (

2

I

0

0

eiiUl

often

I

I

0

I

0

I

ZO
rre?

often

re77eO)

o

4

It is apparent that words were not assigned to the chorus by
reason of their poetical nature, nor to the dialogue because of their
prosaic character. Metre determined the placing of the words,
but was not, as seen above in the case of the forms, the cause of
their introduction into tragedy. A well-known rule of early
iambic structure is here revealed, that the anapaest was abhorred
by the trimeter. Here is to be obtained also, I believe, the explanation of the great difference between the structure of the tragic
In Aristophanes there is one
trimeter and that of comedy.2
'I have followed Schmidt's Synonymik der Gr. und Lat. Sprachen, and
Absolute exactness in this sort of work is of
Dindorf's Lex. Aeschyleum.

course impossible, but it is hoped that the above words are in the main
equivalent.
2The ancients distinguished four kinds of iambic trimeter, rpayzv6g,
Cf. Christ, Metrik p. 340.
tcai .. a. . laK6g.
aacvpiKK0,

K(d/IK6c,
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anapaest to every 2Y verses; in Aeschylus there are 53 anapaests
to some 4500 iambic verses,1 and here the anapaests are mainly
due to proper names.2 The difference in the structure of the
iambics of tragedy and comedy was due to the rules concerning
dialect and vocabulary. To tragedy was allotted freedom in
diction, but the strict construction of early iambic verse was
enforced. Comedy was restricted to Attic forms and words, but
as compensation for purity of diction, freedom of metrical construction was allowed. Epic words are freely used by Archilochus,
but there is more strictness in regard to resolution and the use of
anapaests. The Attic element is greater in Euripides and so is
the number of anapaests. Metrical license then was the price of
dialectic purity.
It remains to treat of the vocabulary of the Old Attic speech.
Keil, Die Solonische Verfassung, p. 59, greatly errs in holding that
there was a very great difference between 6th and 5th century
Attic. His contention is based on the speech of Aeschylus which
he says was grounded in 6th century Attic, the authentic remains
of the laws of Solon, and the inscriptional

words Uipovpyovvrrs,
CIA
IV
;
irv;'vefOfa,
CaKopovS,3 ,,OOoS,
3, I8, p. 138; Ooav ;erLaXfev,
,8iov 7rX0t\6;ovro,CIA I 57; 8iXoip"la, CIA I, I; ia,dora$, I 286, 288;
ovB' ErjT ov8; Zpyc, IV I 27 a; eirl+aro,
;rtooci;vrcr, II 948; (about
300 B. c.). The first reason is a mere opinion unsupported
O8iv

by facts, and has been shown to be without foundation. The

other reasons will be considered in reverse order. firLtW+aro
and rLodOf;,rSevby reason of their date cannot be tolerated
in this discussion.
How the use of a word about 300 B. c.
that
it
became
obsolete about 500 B. c., or indicates
proves

the character of 6th century Attic it is impossible to see. But
admitting that Keil's notion about the other words is correct,-it
certainly is not,-even then his theory of 6th century Attic is
clearly erroneous. It is a fact commonly known that in every
author there occur a certain number of rare or uncommon words.
In five plays of Aeschylus there are 488 words found nowhere
else,' approximately 700 such words in the extant plays, or about
9 per cent of his vocabulary. In Thucydides 3 per cent, in
Cf. Rumpel, Philol. XXVIII 6xo, XXV 549.
three times, etc.
'Ayaistuvovsix times, IvadSr/cj
a3dcopoc was probably brought into Attic along with some foreign cult'
In Nikander, Alexiph. 217, the term is used of the devotee of Cybele. On
foreign deities at Athens see Mlaler's Hdb. V 3, p. 127-8.
Cf. Mitchell, Frogs, 802.
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Antiphon 2 per cent, and in Anacreon Io per cent of the words
are not used by other writers.l The words mentioned by Keil
form about 2 per cent of the words in the prose inscriptions prior
to 445 B. c. Allowing from 2 per cent to Io per cent as a legitimate number of odd words for each author or set of writings,
there is not much left to indicate any remarkable change in the
Attic speech.
But Keil's interpretation of the isolated occurrence
of these words is arbitrary and erroneous. In the consideration
of these terms it must not be forgotten that new words came into
Attic after Draco's time because of the troubled economic and
political conditions, the influx of foreigners, of foreign literature
and religious observances.
The words quoted by Keil are all
found after 500 B. c., and it is not clear why they are regarded
as a relic of former rather than evidence of new usage. All that
can reasonably be inferred in this matter is this: Whenever a
word of common

meaning

as

airdora

= crv7Trav,

lepovpyovreS

iLepe;r,

--

OUaiv=- i-zav or TrLav,is not found in epic, new Ionic or Doric,
the presumption is that it belongs to the new speech. Such
words

as o6'vos, TnreverEEOa" to bake in an oven ", because

of their

meaning are necessarily uncommon in literature, and cannot
therefore be said to be old words which became obsolete shortly
after the 6th century. Specifically the facts about these words
daroTra$ and
are as follows:
&oav, CaKopovs, L7rveVeOrOat, lepovpyovvres,
are found only in the Attic inscriptions or lexicographers,
&,XoIqrvia

and therefore are to be regarded as new forms in Attic. The
same is true of the additional forms not quoted by Keil,
7rapaLt3drr7s,CIA I 5 I; 'XE'L(V,2 I, I, rpTrroav 30oapXov I, 5. Of the
other words 0io' is found in Homer twice, possibly in Archilochus
once (em.), in the covenant between Oeanthia and Chaleion,
and is apparently an unpopular word in all the dialects, although
from its meaning it might be expected to appear frequently.
7rr-X0t'is common in the later Attic and is manifestly a new
word.

The expression

Clialcidians
formula

ovh' E'ren ov8e 'pyo

swear to the Athenians

added

to the regular

Attic

in the oath which

is possibly

the

a Chalcidian

ovrTErTEXv, Oi'Tc prXavj

ovaefilaE

(cf. Thuc. V 47, 2; 47, io), inserted as a sop to the Ionic covenanters
in imitation of the epos or for additional sanctity. No one will
deny that each century witnessed some changes in the Attic
speech, but it is unwarranted to assert that all rare 5th century
2

I have considered here oo00words in alphabetical order from each author.
Brugmann, Gr. Gr. (I900) p. 569 regards 5Oeiuwvas a late form.
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inscriptional forms are a survival from hoary antiquity, in common
use in the 6th century, but obsolete soon afterwards. So far as
can be judged the majority of them are new words.
In Lysias several of the old laws are quoted to show that
some words were formerly in use that are not found in later
times.

These

OLK0oS,

7TO/OKuKK?,

are f'7ropKqc0ravra = o.aocara,
7rfTaaoer/vov,

=

oarOaito

aTrcntXXEL,pacKnalEtv, 7roXovrar

( money at interest '.

Nearly

all of these words are confined to Solon, whose language is
The laws are the works of a
properly subject to suspicion.
traveler who spent the years of his youth in foreign parts in
contact with tradespeople where a foreign idiom is most
There
noticeable, and peculiarities of dialect best acquired.
can be no doubt that if Solon was away from Athens in early
life and again in later years, his speech would have a foreign
air. It is significant that Solon himself recognized this truth,
his statement on this point being preserved in fragment 32.1
That he borrowed laws from abroad is conclusively shown by
the

statement

AtyvT7rou

rovroV

of Herodotus,

II 177:

TOV vodov 'Arqivao'L(TL

Of the terms quoted by Lysias
in Solon 7roX;eoxat meaning "to
agros of Ennius) in the active
meaning "to walk" is found
hardly

be called

e'0ero'

sXcov 6 'AOrvaosr Xa,(3v
T

E'KeVOL

eS

altl

g'

XpevraT.2

which are found elsewhere than
upturn with the plow" (polare
occurs in Hesiod, Op. 4 60: as
only in tragedy, so that it can

an old Ionic-Attic

word.

OIKEVS,which

appears

in Homer and Sophocles, is a common term in the Gortyna code,
and its presence in Solon is probably due to the adoption of a
Cretan law. The most notable Solonian words are ,0oves and
The former is probably an Attic but its fellow is
Kvp/ELS.
demonstrably an imported word. Theophrastus derived it adrt
r&T KprfTLK~vKopvfadvrwcv,and Apollodorus also says it was an
invention of the Corybantes.3 These priests were the Phrygian
devotees of Rhea in distinction from the Cretan Curetes and
1 The laws of Charondas were written in verse and said to have been
chanted in Athens. Plutarch, Solon III mentions the claim that Solon's laws
also were composed in verse.
'Headlam, JHS XIII 50-69 finds some notable similarities between the
procedure of the Gortyna code and Draco's law of murder, which was said to
have come from Crete. But the law of Draco preserved on the rrpTro atov
CIA I 6i is very like later Attic. On the old term toaKfpTprat
cf. Gilbert, Gr.
Const. Ant. (trans. I895), p. II4 note.
Cf. also IKppLt = Kvppaaia, the distinctive

Asiatic hat, and Cretan Kipp/avre.
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term

KV6p3s

may

have

been

ob-

tained by Solon from Crete, but its origin appears clearly to be in
the East.2 It is quite possible that the failure of the Athenians to
understand the meanings of Solon's statutes may have been due
in part to the number of foreign expressions in them. Solon then
cannot be taken as a criterion of old Attic. In Demosthenes, 630,
28 occurs

an un-Attic

word: r6oe
ol iraXa&ol.

fr' j1'

airotvav,

tr

XpqriaTa

7rparrtcreat'

Plato's use of cnrorva, Laws IX
862 C, Rep. III 393 E has no weight. Rutherford 1. c. overlooks
the fact that the word in the Republic is in a paraphrase of the
Chryses' incident of the Iliad, and the use in the Laws, in a
conversation between a Spartan, a Cretan and Athenian e;0vo is
hardly more reliable. The Ionic status of the word is equally
uncertain. Herodotus uses it twice, but this may be due to his
Dorian extraction and he is by no means a model of dialectic
purity. Pindar employs the term frequently, and this indicates
the source from which the word got into tragedy and the laws.
Philochorus, fr. 94 (Miiller, FHG I 399) has preserved an old law
derived possibly from Cleisthenes:
rov's ac pdropas
;rrcvan7yKe
ra yaIp 'rrowvawvo'6aov

8eXt9a&L

KaL rovs'

opyef'vas

O/zoydXaCKreis manifestly

KaL rovSo1UoyaXaKTas,

a " poetic"

ovs

yevvrJrar

term, probably

KaXovfAEv.

of late forma-

tion, which was unsuccessfully introduced for the older and also
later common termnyevvlora.
Rutherford, Phrynichus, p. 24, in his
discussion of pye,v and kindred forms, completely misconstrues the
facts. The words are post-Homeric, exceedingly rare except in
4th century Attic, where they are used by Lysias, Plato and
often by Isaeus, who wrote a speech entitled irpo 'OpyeZvar.3
Yet Rutherford finds in this evidence that the forms were
a survival from Ionic-Attic, were in common use in Attic
before 500 B. c., and became obsolete shortly afterwards. This
is a flagrant misinterpretation of the facts. But in spite of
their Attic use the words are probably no more Attic than
Renascence is native English. The verb opyLdaco represents the
Oriental type of worship and the forms were doubtless imIt is significant that the laws on the Kbp/3etCat Athens were set up in the
sanctuary of the Phrygian goddess.
2 Despite Busolt, Gr. Gesch. II (r895) 291. On the etymology of the word cf.
Roscher, Lex. Mythol. 2. p. 1607, and Wilamowitz, Aristotles und Athen,
p. 45 Anm.
3 In the 4th
century a private cult of the Orgeones existed by which Cybele
was honored in conformance with Phrygian observances. Cf. Curt., Das
Metroon in Athen, p. 9ff.; Roscher, Lex., Myth. 2, p. I655.
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ported along with the orgiastic cults of Bacchus and Aphrodite
These
from the East with whom they were often associated.
show
the
doubtful
character
of
the
things
very clearly
strange
terms in the old laws. It is impossible here to consider each law
which has been preserved. Scores of references to the early
laws have been collected by Telfy, Corpus Juris Attici, and SchelThese laws
ling, De Solonis legibus apud oratores Atticos.
exhibit regularly common Attic forms and words. Schelling, p.
6 holds that obsolete words and dialectic forms were expunged
from the laws because " nulla in iis flexio reperitur, quae formis
dialectae Ionicae aut antiquioris Atticae similis sit; occurrunt
Et quod ad ipsa vocaubique recentioris dialecti declinationes.
bula attinet, vix unum aut alterum paullo obsoleto invenire quis
possit ". But the bilingual inscription from Sigeum which dates
from Solon's time, and the other prose inscriptions of the same
early period, effectually dispose of the notion that the laws of
Solon, if written in current Attic, must contain a mass of peculiar
forms and words.
This survey of the language of tragedy and its relation to old
The alien
Attic seems to establish the following conclusions:
forms are drawn from Doric poetry. The large number of unAttic words is due in part to the adoption of the vocabulary of
the dithyramb, and in part to the formation of new words after
the manner of dithyrambic poetry. The presence of the large
number of Doric forms in the diafogue seems to substantiate the
statements above quoted that the Dorians had developed some
form of dialogue before tragedy was cultivated on Attic soil.
The diction of the dialogue is essentially the same as that of the
chorus, the slight difference being due to a little greater restriction in the use of alienisms in the former on account of the use
of the iambic metre. Words are assigned to the chorus or trimeter for metrical reasons, but alien forms are not introduced
into tragedy metri gratia. Moreover the tragic diction is far
removed from Ionic as this appears in Hipponax and the early
inscriptions, and this divergence indicates also that the alienisms
were drawn from another source. In short the language of tragedy commemorates the influence of the Dorian genius upon
Athenian literature.
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